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Banks need to fast track digital integration throughout their organization. And the need for speed is more 
important than ever before, as a new banking landscape unfolds, bringing with it a continuous wave of 
new competitors. The big and strong are no longer guaranteed to win. Speed and agility count just as 
much…if not more. And the time to accelerate is now.

Only future-ready 
banks will thrive
KPMG Powered Enterprise enabled by 
Oracle for Financial Services – Banking

KPMG: Delivering meaningful transformations
Customer demands, rapid enhancement in digital 
capabilities, new sources of competition, and trust 
objectives are forcing banks to urgently innovate.

Future banks will be reimagined as commercial digital 
banks, providing an evolving mix of business products 
and services, and integrating vertically and horizontally 
across the value chain.

KPMG Powered Enterprise for Banking supports rapid 
business modernization aimed at driving better 
functional performance, supporting new ways of 
working, and ensuring processes are future-ready and 
better at controlling risk and regulation. 

Through leading practices and processes on 
preconfigured market-leading Oracle Cloud ERP, EPM, 
and Embedded Finance technologies, KPMG Powered 
Enterprise for Banking can help organizations rise to the 
challenges ahead, such as:

• Designing, implementing, and managing platform 
digitalization, mobile-first, customer-centric operating 
models to enable real-time insights

• Transforming to modern cloud financial architectures 
and processes that reduce manual intervention and 
enables emerging technologies

• Creating new treasury management solutions by 
leveraging commercial banking APIs to power 
Embedded Finance solutions 

• Establishing a governance structure and process for 
vetting and implementing cloud updates and future 
process changes

• Implementing scalable finance and accounting 
platform to enable growth 

• Driving automation and efficiency to reduce 
customization and decreased time to close

• Oracle Cloud ERP configurations and methods, tools, 
and design and implementation assets

• Banking Targeted Operating Model (TOM) – a model 
blueprint for delivering Oracle Cloud ERP solutions 

• Cloud ERP and Embedded Finance implementation 
experience 

• Functional and technical banking architecture design
• GL data modelling
• Account and Cost Center rationalization
• Cloud Conversion Framework (CCF) – Tools and 

methodologies to enable and accelerate cloud adoption 
and value 

• KPMG X-Walk Transformation Service – Processes and 
tools to map, model and validate Chart of Accounts 
from legacy to Oracle Cloud 

• KPMG Oracle SaaS Extension Framework – Rapidly 
build SaaS extensions to address unique banking 
requirements and needs

• Treasury Management API strategy
• API technical development
• Payments product/platform implementation

60%

investing heavily to 
develop digital and 
fintech capabilities

50%
back-office processes are 
mostly or fully digitized

25%
front and back-office 
processes are not at all or 
barely digitized

Source: KPMG 2022 Banking Industry Survey

KPMG Powered Enterprise for Banking – Assets and 
Capability Highlights 

100 senior banking 
executives were surveyed:

https://advisory.kpmg.us/articles/2022/2022-banking-industry-survey.html
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Powered Evolution.
Drive continual value by:

• Taking advantage of new features and
functions

• Leveraging ongoing insights, thought
leadership, and innovation reviews

• Managing your evolution with change
management, release planning, and
reporting services

With KPMG Powered Enterprise
enabled by Oracle, youcan:

— Transform the way you run 
your business

— Build agile functions that evolve as 
you grow

— Help your people to adopt and
embrace change

— Exploit new technologies for value 
and performance

— Drive future success with the 
latest leading practice

— Optimize service delivery and 
use of data for competitive
advantage.

44 Countries with
Oracle capabilities

KPMG is a global leader in 
Oracle Cloud solutions:

7,800+ Oracle consultants

700+ Oracle Cloud projects

350+ Oracle clients

KPMG Target Operating Model.
Turn leading practice into everyday
actions and results with:

• Comprehensive design framework 
based on years of industry experience 
and insights

• Roadmaps powered by prebuilt
operating models, processes, and
advanced technology

Designed to help you succeed
KPMG Powered Enterprise offers 
prebuilt, next-generation solutions
optimized for Oracle Cloud.

You get the comprehensive, high-
speed value that comes from Oracle 
Cloud-enabled technology, combined 
with the knowledge of KPMG across 
advisory, tax, and audit.

Ultimately, it makes your business 
more responsive, resilient, and
competitive.

Powered Technology.
Confidently move into the cloud with:

• Advanced prebuilt digital solutions

• Hundreds of digital technology use cases

• Technology services that provide
enhanced automation for accelerated
project delivery

KPMG has a history of 
driving significant success 
with Oracle, delivering 
highly complex, multi 
product transformations, 
focused on innovation, 
holistic customer centric 
solutions.”
Doug Smith 
SVP of Partnerships
Oracle Corporation
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If you have any questions on how to accelerate digital transformation or to find out more contact:

Jennifer Chilton
Principal
Enterprise Solutions
KPMG LLP
jenniferchilton@kpmg.com

Brian Anderson
Principal
Finance Transformation
KPMG LLP
bcanderson@kpmg.com

KPMG has been an award-winning Oracle alliance partner for over 30 years. 

Our delivery teams have experience across all Oracle products and 
modules (ERP, EPM, SCM, HCM, CX, Analytics, OIC, Industry Solutions), 
including developing unique PaaS solutions and deep experience 
implementing Oracle Accounting Hub and Subscription Management 
modules.

Embarking on a cloud transformation journey with KPMG and our 
alliance partner Oracle, delivers value, drives sustainable change, 
and accelerates innovation – across the front, middle and back office.

To learn more about our Oracle capabilities visit: Oracle (kpmg.us) 

https://www.kpmg.us/alliances/kpmg-oracle.html
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